"The Curious Case of Benjamin Button" is a short story written by F. Scott Fitzgerald. First published in Collier's Magazine on May 27, 1922 with the cover and illustrations by James Montgomery Flagg. It was subsequently anthologized in Fitzgerald's book Tales of the Jazz Age, which is occasionally published as The Curious Case of Benjamin Button and Other Jazz Age Stories. The story was later adapted into the 2008 namesake film and the 2019 stage musical.

In his later years the Curious Case of Benja has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Buy used

Jay McInerney The New York Review of Books One pleasure of rereading Fitzgerald's stories now is to rediscover just how good some of them in fact are, and how brilliant a handful. Joseph Coates Chicago Tribune Brucoli gives [us]...a virtually new and vastly amplified Fitzgerald. Having not known anything of Benjamin Button other than the film and enjoying other Fitzgerald books I went into this short story open minded. I had expect it to be a very cut version of born- lived- died, however this contained more than I had imagined.